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Sudden Death Overtime

Hockey belongs in arena, not on stage
Inicknamed Eddie, after Shore) is aBy FRANK GIORNO

There is no better topic through professional, who has recently been 
which to depict the Canadian per- traded to the Atlanta Flames. But he 
sonality than hockey. is in poor standing in front of his

Our preoccupation with this mother-he had dared to play for 
national pastime on occasion those accursed Maple Leafs, 
borders on hysteria (see the Canada- Frank, in the best tradition of the 
Russia series). hockey player-made-good is also run-

Hockey is assuming its rightful ning for a seat in the Ontario 
place in Canadian art. Recently two Legislature, and has trapped for his 
movies dealing with this passion very own a true Torontonian wench 
have been released, and now a play. (Alexandra Sellers).
Last Wednesday the hockey motif The youngest daughter, Maurice 
took another turn in Gary Engler’s (she, in turn, has been nicknamed 
ouck opera Sudden Death Overtime after her mothers hero, Maurice 
at the Factory Theatre Lab. “Rocket” Richard) is meanwhile

Sudden Death Overtime is a trying desperately to gain some 
satire on the Canadian hockey syn- stature in front of her tyrannical 
drome The play is about a hockey mother. She wants to be treated, she 
mad familv from Moose Jaw, says, like a “human being, not a A family that plays together....here one hockey- 
Saskatchewan (what else does one do hockey stick”. crazed all-Canadian family at their grande passion
in Moose Jaw, but play hockey?). The elder sister is a raspy-voiced in the Factory Theatre Lab’s Sudden Death Over-

The mother is the terror of the radical women’s libber, a cross
local arena, where she coaches the between Mae West and Jane Fonda, 
peewee team. Her secret ambition is who keeps her tamed Marxist 
to coach in the NHL. She is a rabid boyfriend from York Umversity - 
Montreal Canadiens fan. literally - on a leash.

Her son Frank (whom she has The action centers around the
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time. Left to right: Dominic Hogan, Jim McLarty, 
Naomi St. John, Joyce Campion, Alexandra Sellers 
and Dorothy Poste.
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family’s attempts to recapture the better suited to a 20 minute sketch her family (besides disliking Frank 
Stanley Cup (stolen at some point) on a Wayne and Shuster special. she doesn t recognize Rosa and is 
each for his own ends The characters in the play are training Maurice not to talk back to

Why then does a play with basically caricatures, essentially two- her coach) is not enough to hold the 
seemingly everything going for it not dimensional in depth. 90 minute play together,
succeed^ While the8 play has some There is a limit to the amount of Perhaps the best place to keep a 
truly funny moments the attempts cliche one can take. Frank, for ex- hockey puck is m the arena and not 
at slapstick humour and the situation ample, is a stereotyped Canadian, on stage, after all. 
comedy technique do not lend down to his “eh and jittery 
themselves to a play of this length - mannerisms, as is Rosa with her 

As well as bringing up a family three acts (or should I say periods), teeth gnashing and hip grinding.
The material probably would be These become tedious and stale by

the end of the first act.
” The mother comes off the best, all 

Qhra\A/ anH RanH in all, but even her role as theonrew ana Dana lovable rascal wh0 is at odds with
That infamous couple Liz and Dick

Merkur evokes vitality
By ANNE CAMOZZI A t .

Print-making is a magical Merkur managed to study part-time 
process” that enables the artist “to at OCA, from which she graduated,

and is currently studying print-
Toronto artist Sharon making part-time at York.

Her landscapes and ‘chair and 
grass’ series, which make up the
major part of the exhibition, are are up to their old tricks in The Tam- 
born from ‘ experiences and images ing of the Shrew, when it is 
that sift through and form them- presented by Winters Films along

with that other dynamite film, The

spread joy”.
So says

Merkur about her current show of 35 
woodcuts in the Samuel Zacks 
gallery in Stong College. Merkur’s 

textural prints with simple

presents
SUDDEN DEATH OVERTIME

UNIVERSITY
TAVERN

An Explosive Comedy by Gary Engler

FINAL WEEKwarm
compositions are “basically con-
rerned with mood” She has a “sen- selves rather than from sketches .
suous feeling" for her work and is Perhaps the most striking quality of Boys in the Band (what a combo.)
•not conscious of an intellectual her work is her use of warm vivid tomorrow and Sunday at 8:30 p.m. m

process” as she works This show colours which she says “come from CLH-I. Admission (we must pay for 
from Merkur who has been working within”. Merkur says that several our sins) is $1.25 for Winters and
wUh woodcub for the past nine people have asked her if she is from $1.50 for other miscellaneous

is alive because of the mood Canada because the quality of her students.
colour has the vibrancy of a much 
sunnier climate.

». _____ Print-making is a magical process,Heroes ana oeer and Merkur’s work on show until Oc
tober 31 indicates she is well on her 
way to finding that process. The 
Samuel Zacks gallery is open Mon
day through Thursday and Sunday 
from 2 to 7 p.m.

Tues, thru Sun. 8:30 p.m. 
Sun. Matinee 2.30 p.m. 

207 Adelaide St. E. 864-9971• Fully Licensed.
• Daily Specials.
• Reasonable prices.

«a relaxing place to eat
4699 Keele St. 661-0666 

(across from York)
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features Yeats 1What promises to be an interesting 
evening of debate occurs tonight in 
the Bethune Common Room at 8 r NEW ^ 

POTATOES
p.m. The Heroes and Beer series ,
presents Poetry and Politics: Yeats PEAK Ifl DTOCBSS 
and Ireland, with speakers Des Max
well, master of Winters College, PEAK will be in process again 
Maurice Elliot, from the tomorrow, when they present 
English/Humanities department, another one of their bare stage, free 
and loan Davies, master of Bethune. productions in the Bethune Junior 
Bethune’s Ken Gibson is chairman. Common Room. Escurial is a 
The following poems by W.B. Yeats act play by Flemish playwright 
will be discussed: Easter 1916, 1919, Michel De Ghelderode, and this 
In Memory of Eva Gore Booth and idiosyncratric style will give you a 
Con Markiewicz, and Lapis Lazuli, glimpse of what the graduate 
Admission is free; heroes and beer programme in theatre.can do. That s

at 12:15, tomorrow.

Laurence Olivier’s film of 
William Shakespeare’s

^7\
« III

one- Sir Laurence Olivier 
Claire Bloom 

Sir Cedric Hardwicke 
Sir Ralph Richardson 
Sir John Gielgud

Sims 
Oct. 25

Martin On rot Presents
at

Massey Hall 
Sun. Nov. 10th 8:30

ELECTRIC
LIGHT

ORCHESTRA

ONE FLIGHT HIGH 
#6 BLOOR WEST 

TORONTO, CANADA 
921-6555

on sale.
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%DYNACO A-25 Speakers
Sugg, list $104.95 Now $62.62

We Carry: Altec Lansing, Kenwood. Dual, Harmon Kardon, Sansui, 
Dynaco, Toshiba. RSC, Noresco. JVC, Sherwood, KLH, Shure, Avid, 
Transcriptor, Electrohome, Hotel, Garrard, Watts, Zenith etc.

6.60,6.05,4.95,4.40 
Tax Incl.40% OFF

Tickets available at: 
all Eaton’s A.T.O.,

Sam’s & Target Tape (Downtown) 
The Bay-Bloor & Yonge 

The Massey Hall 
Box Office

w

STEREOTAVAT
1393 LAWRENCE AVE.W.t AT KEELE)

241-7380 or 241-8235 -Z^free parking

THE rmmoovETAN EVENING OF CLASSICAL MUSIC
Presented by
The Neti of Canada, Inc. (A Charitable Organization) 
Sarod Recital by Vasant Rai and 
Sitar Recital by Rahul Mahadeo 
Accompanied on tabla by Narendar Verma

© t Friendly meeting spot at night and great lunching 
at noon ! Everyone dances to live evening enter
tainment followed by nostalgia music (great for 
reminiscing) played on a classic old juke box. 

It’s a great new night-place for both. Be 
and say hello to ‘Koko’.

THF. BKISTOI. PI.AC.K HOTKl. • 950 DIXON Hl>.
,.\T TORONTO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT • 677-9111

1
Fri. November 1, 1974 at 8:00 P.M. 

Convocation Hall, University of Toronto 
King’s College Circle, Galbraith Road

(At College and St. George) „
Tickets available at:

Elton’S. Sim’s. A 8 As. 8 Simpson’s
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Students: $3.00Adults: $5.00!


